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Hello and thank you for reading the first issue of the
Plugin Deals Magazine!
 
This is a free magazine so we would like to ask for your
support; if you like it feel free to distribute it to your
music friends.
 
We plan to make this magazine unique and we look
forward to bring you the best available deals together
with amazing content.
 
We would like to wish you and your families:
 
A Happy New Year 2020!

welcome

@plugindeals

www.plugindeals.org

https://twitter.com/plugindeals
https://www.instagram.com/plugindeals/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/plugindeals.org
https://www.pinterest.com/plugindeals/
https://www.reddit.com/r/plugindeals
https://flipboard.com/@plugindeals/plugin-deals-vesnllt6y
https://plugindeals.org/
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Infuse your tracks with mojo
 

Celestial is a two-plugin suite for sound manglers who
want to add some creative texturizing and

psychoacoustic action to their tracks. Based on a
modern hardware machine built in the UK and used by

both mixing and mastering engineers, Celestial
provides an additional layer of analog goodness to

single tracks as well as full mixes. 
 

Celestial is free until February 14, 2020.

Download

 > Free

https://acustica-audio.com/pages/specials/celestial


Regroover uses Artificial-Intelligence to extract layers
from within your previously recorded beats and
samples. Save 89% off for a limited time only! A

percentage of the proceeds from Plugin Boutique and
Accusonus will be donated to LNADJ.

 
Discover the magic inside your drum loops which you’ve
wanted to extract for years. Create new sounds from old

or simply adjust the volume of individual elements
inside a loop. Regroover uses Artificial-Intelligence to
extract layers from within your previously recorded

beats and samples. Once Regroover analyzes the file,
you are able to make your own drum kits and combine
them with external sounds to make new beats, loops,

and your own unique Expansion Kits.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/5-Sampler/3168-Regroover-Essential-?a_aid=584befef89914


Meet RAUM, your do-it-all
creative reverb

 
Made to sculpt any space, RAUM can do everything from
abstract echoes to spacetime-bending ambience in one

swift move. It’s your space laboratory, your mix fixer,
and your utility tool. It’s simple, flexible – and most

importantly, it sounds out of this world.
 

RAUM will only be available as a free download until Jan
16, 2020.

Download

 > Free

https://www.native-instruments.com/en/specials/your-free-holiday-gifts/


Elevate your vocal productions with the most unique
plugin experience for vocals and save 75% off

VocalSynth 2. A percentage of the proceeds from Plugin
Boutique and iZotope will be donated to LNADJ.

 
VocalSynth 2 is an immersive vocal experience that

adapts and adapts and evolves with your unique style
and opens up a world of vocal possibilities. Color and
shape vocals with five blendable eccentric-must-haves
and stompbox-style studio effects. A one-stop for past,

present, and future vocal sounds, VocalSynth 2 features
a Vocoder, Compuvox, Polyvox, Talkbox, and Biovox: a

brand new effect based on the sonic qualities of the
human vocal tract.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/54-Vocal-Processing/4413-VocalSynth-2?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


Rev PLATE-140 - Arturia
Christmas Gift

 
No catch, no “trial version”, no nonsense, just an
awesome free effect for you to enjoy right now.

 
You have until December 31st to get your gift and enjoy

your new studio must-have.
 

REV Plate-140 can be used inside any VST, AAX, or AU
compatible recording software.

Download

 > Free

https://www.arturia.com/reverb-gift


Similar to a sidechain compressor, but a thousand times
more powerful and transparent. Save 40% off this

unique mixing tool for a limited time. A percentage of
the proceeds from Plugin Boutique and Wavesfactory

will be donated to LNADJ.
 

Trackspacer creates space in a mix by carving the
frequencies that the main track needs into another track

in real time. Similar to a sidechain compressor, but a
thousand times more powerful and transparent. It's
considered a secret mixing weapon by many artists,

producers and engineers.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/3-Studio-Tools/71-Dynamic-Processor/3259-TrackSpacer?a_aid=584befef89914


Check out this amazing Plugin Boutique video where
producer Joshua Casper shows us the awesome

TrackSpacer plugin from Wavesfactory, using it to
create dynamic separation of the bass and drums in a

track.
 

Trackspacer is an award-nominated plugin that creates
space in a mix by carving the frequencies that the main

track needs into another track in real-time.

 > Review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCXuqKTd590


Scaler - The Creative Chord Composer. Save on the
unique and inspirational MIDI effect that makes finding

chords and progressions intuitive and fun! percentage of
the proceeds from Plugin Boutique will be donated to

LNADJ.
 

Scaler is a unique and inspirational MIDI effect that
makes finding chords and progressions intuitive and
fun! With note detection, scale selection and chord

suggestions, Scaler is a comprehensive but easy-to-use
toolbox that will help anyone make better music.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/3-Studio-Tools/93-Music-Theory-Tools/3933-Scaler?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.loopcloud.com/cloud?a_aid=584befef89914


What is compression?
 
 

Compression is the process of lessening the dynamic
range between the loudest and quietest parts of an
audio signal.
 
Let's take a look at the main compression parameters:
 
Threshold - how loud the signal has to be before
compression is applied.
 
Ratio - how much compression is applied. For example,
if the compression ratio is set for 6:1, the input signal
will have to cross the threshold by 6 dB for the output
level to increase by 1dB.
 
Attack - how quickly the compressor starts to work.
 
Release - how soon after the signal dips below the
threshold the compressor stops.
 
Knee - sets how the compressor reacts to signals once
the threshold is passed. 

 > Learn



Hard Knee settings mean it clamps the signal straight
away, and Soft Knee means the compression kicks in
more gently as the signal goes further past the
threshold.
 
Make-Up Gain - allows you to boost the compressed
signal as compression often attenuates the signal
significantly.
 
Output - allows you to boost or attenuate the level of
the signal output from the compressor.



LA-2A Leveling Amplifier
 

 
The LA-2A Leveling Amplifier is an audio compressor
invented by James F. Lawrence II, founder of the
Teletronix Engineering Company in Pasadena, California
in the early 1960s.
 
The LA-2A is a hand-wired, tube-based compressor. The
average attack time is 10 milliseconds, while the release
time is about 60 ms for 50% release and 0.5 to 5
seconds for full release, depending on the previous
program material. The LA-2A has simple controls: a
Peak-Reduction knob controls the gain of the side-chain
circuit, and therefore, the gain reduction; a Gain Control
for make-up gain; and a Limit/Compress switch which
alters the compression ratio. 
 
It is an excellent tool for vocals, bass and drums.

 
 



https://audioplugin.deals/magnetite-by-black-rooster-audio/ref/61/


ComBear is an
EXTREMELY powerful and

incredibly dynamic
Parallel Compression

effect plugin that brings
an amazing sound and

feel to Drums, Synth,
Vocals and anything else

you can thank of! This
plugin is going to change
the game and sound the

EDM Industry.

 > Free Compressors

AdHd Leveling Tool is a Tube Leveling Amplifier
inspired by the legends and carefully crafted to meet
your compression needs.The ideal compressor for
vocals.Perfect for giving character and taming the
peaks on any track in the mix.

www.waproduction.com

www.audiotools.se

https://www.waproduction.com/plugins/view/combear
https://audiotools.se/downloads/leveling-tool/
https://www.waproduction.com/plugins/view/combear
https://audiotools.se/downloads/leveling-tool/


www.meldaproduction.com

MCompressor provides refined compression. It
features an adjustable compression shape, giving you
the power to create dynamic sound effects, and a range
of up-sampling options for a crystal clear sound.

vladgsound.wordpress.com

“Molot”: the
compressor

with
character

https://www.meldaproduction.com/MCompressor
https://vladgsound.wordpress.com/plugins/molot/
https://www.meldaproduction.com/MCompressor
https://vladgsound.wordpress.com/plugins/molot/


 > News

iZotope releases Ozone 9
 

Building on a 17-year legacy in audio mastering, Ozone 9
brings balance to your music with never-before-seen

processing for low end, real-time instrument separation,
and lightning-fast workflows powered by machine

learning. Find the perfect vibe with an expanded Master
Assistant that knows exactly what you’re going for,

whether it’s warm analogue character or transparent
loudness for streaming. Talk to more iZotope plug-ins in

your session with Tonal Balance Control and blur the
lines between mixing and mastering. Work faster with

improved plug-in performance, smoother metering, and
resizable windows.  

https://www.pluginboutique.com/products/5717?a_aid=584befef89914


 > News

FX Plug-in Embedding: Embed small versions of some
plug-ins into your tracks control and mixer panels,
including ReaEQ, ReaFIR, ReaXcomp, graphical JSFX
plug-ins, and more.
MIDI CC Envelopes: Handle MIDI CC data as
continuous data envelopes, rather than discrete
events; create smooth, musical articulations and
effects.
Auto-stretch Timebase: Automatically stretch and
reconform audio around complex tempo changes;
easily work with tempo-mapped and live-played
recordings together.
Routing Diagram: View and edit project routing using
a high-level graphical patchbay emulation.

Cockos releases Reaper 6
 

Cockos has announced the release of REAPER 6 which
contains many under-the-hood optimizations and

improvements, in addition to the many items listed in
the full change log.

 
Features:
 



Retina/HiDPI: Automatic rendering to HiDPI and
Retina displays; new Default 6 theme supports 100%,
150% and 200% natively.
Big Project Improvements: Vastly optimized behavior
for projects with high (200+) track counts; Metal
display support for massively faster screen drawing
on newer macOS displays...
and More: New theme with extensive customizability
via Tweaker script; Dynamic Split improvements;
import and render media with embedded transient
information; per-track positive or negative playback
offset; faster and higher quality samplerate
conversion; and many other fixes and improvements.

 
Pricing:

 
$60: discounted license.

$225: commercial license.

https://www.reaper.fm/


https://vstbuzz.com/deals/83-off-drum-weapons-3-by-music-weapons/?ref=73


 > Deal

An incredible collection of iZotope essential plugins for a
limited-time price of £44.95 / $49!. This collection

features an array of professional & creative FX, including
iZotope's world-renowned assistive technology to help

you create, repair, mix and master your music to
perfection.

 
Featuring: RX Elements ($129 value), Nectar Elements

($129 value), Neutron 3 Elements ($129 value), Ozone 9
Elements ($129 value), Trash 2 Expanded ($99 value),

DDLY ($49 value), Mobius Filter ($49 value)

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/39-FX-Bundle/5938-iZotope-Black-Friday-Bundle?a_aid=584befef89914


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


Advanced Film & Game Sound Design Tool: Atom 2 is a
unique virtual instrument with a powerful custom

engine fully equipped to spark your creativity.
percentage of the proceeds from Plugin Boutique and

Audiomodern will be donated to LNADJ.
 

The machine is built around a beautifully diverse
collection of intricate textures and organic elements,

that were created from a huge collection of field
recordings, custom made acoustic instruments including

a tuned anker, propellers, the famous Koka’s
experimental Box even a WWII Torpedo and analogue

machine noises.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/55-Kontakt-Instrument/3530-Atom-2?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.waves.com/r/s86ros


 > Mixing tips



3x smart:comp licences 129 EUR VALUE each from
Sonible
Oxford Drum Gate 170 GBP VALUE from Sonnox
Comet reverb $149 VALUE from Polyverse Music
Bute Limiter/Normaliser/Analyser Bundle 297 GBP
VALUE & Bute Limiter 59 GBP VALUE from Signum
Audio
2x Discovery licences $79 VALUE each from discoDSP
HoRNet Multicomp Plus MK2 visual compressor
plugin 49.90 EUR VALUE from Hornet Plugins
VEQ-1P Vintage Program EQ $89 VALUE from Black
Rooster Audio
K7D Tape Delay 39 EUR VALUE from Imaginando

Christmas Giveaway
 

 
The giveaway is available at twitter.com/plugindeals
 
Ends Jan 3, 2020 - Good luck!
 
 

 > Win

http://www.twitter.com/plugindeals
https://twitter.com/plugindeals


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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https://audioplugin.deals/deal-1/ref/61/

